
2022-2023 Updated SCCRPH Rule Matrix

Teacher-managed consequences (not entered in IC) Administrator-managed consequences (Entered in IC)

Main Rule Section Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Rule 1: Drug, Alcohol 
and Tobacco

1A: Alcohol 1AA: Unintentional possession of alcohol of 
beverages containing alcohol

1AB: Possession of alcohol or beverages 
containing alcohol; 1AC: Consumption of 
alcohol or beverages containing alcohol; 1AD: 
Being impaired by or under the influence of 
alcohol or beverages containing alcohol;  
1AZ: Other

1AE: Selling, buying, or distributing alcohol or 
beverages containing alcohol

1B: Drugs, except 
alcohol and tobacco

1BH: Unintentional possession of prescribed 
or over the counter medication. Does not 
include the possession of narcotics or any 
illegal drugs; 1BI: Possession/transmission of 
drug paraphernalia

1BA: Possession of marijuana (misdemeanor-
less than 1 oz.); 1BD: Being impaired by, or 
under the influence of any controlled drug or 
narcotic substance; 1BF: Possession of 
Prescriptions Medication; 1BG: Possession of 
non-prescription Medication; IBZ: Other

1BB: Possession of marijuana (felony-more 
than 1 oz.);   1BC:Possession/use of any 
controlled drug or narcotic substance drug ;
1BE: 
Selling/buying/soliciting/transmitting/cultivati
on/manufacturing of any controlled drug or 
narcotic substance including but not limited 
to vaporizers or vape pens/oils containing 
THC; IBJ: 
Selling/buying/soliciting/transmitting/cultivati
on/manufacturing of a drug/alcohol/tobacco 
look-alike substance

1C: Tobacco 1CA: Unintentional possession of tobacco 
products or paraphernalia, including 
vaporizers, vape pens, vaping oils and/or 
cartridges

1CB. Possession/Use/Distribution of tobacco, 
tobacco products, vaporizers, vape pens, 
vaping oils and cartridges; ICZ: Other

Rule 2: Weapons, 
Dangerous 

Instruments, and 
Explosive, Implosive 
and/or Incendiary 

Devices

2A: Weapons - Knifes 2AA: Unintentional possession of a knife less 
than 2" without intent to harm or intimidate

2AB: Intentional possession of a knife less 
than 2" long without the intent to harm or 
intimidate. 2AZ: Other

2AC: Intentional possession of a knife 2" or 
more; 2AD: Use or intention to use a knife or 
knife like item with the intent to harm or 
intimidate

2B: Weapons - Other

2BZ: Other

2BA: Unintentional possession of a 
dangerous weapon or hazardous object

2BB: Intentional possession of a dangerous 
weapon or hazardous object; 2BC: Use or 
intention to use a dangerous weapon or 
hazardous object

2C: Weapons - 
Handguns, Rifle, or 
Shotgun

2CA:  Possession of a handgun; 2CB: 
Possession of a rifle or shotgun

2D: Other Firearms 2DA: Intentional or unintentional possession 
of ammunition, bullets, paintballs pellets or 
CO2 Cartridges; 2DZ: Other

Rule 3: School 
Disruption

3AA: Class Disruption;  3AC: Refuse to 
identify him or herself upon request of school 
personnel; 3AD: Urge, encourage, or counsel 
other student to violate any rules of the Code 
of Conduct; 3AE: Willfully fails to leave the 
premises after being asked to do so or 
evading a search conducted by school 
personnel

3AB: Activate fire alarm; 3AF: Block any area 
of the campus, prevent or attempt to prevent 
to block normal pedestrian or vehicular traffic 
on campus or adjacent grounds; 3AG: 
Occupy, block, or prevent students from 
attending class, school, school activity or 
school event; 3AI: Disorderly Conduct; 3AZ: 
Other

3AH: School Disruption. 
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Rule 4: Damage 
Destruction to 
School/Private 

Property

4A: 
Vandalism/Destruction

4AA: Damage or vandalism of property 
valued less than $100. 4BC: Damage, 
destruction or alteration or deletion of 
computer or electronic, network, programs(s) 
or data

4AB: Damage or vandalism of property 
valued at more than $100

4B: Arson 4BA: Attempting to commit arson by means 
of fire, explosive, or other incendiary device.  
4BB: Use of matches, lighters or other 
incendiary device

4BC: Knowingly damaging school property by 
means of fire or incendiary device

4C: Computer Trespass 4CA: Unauthorized use of school computer or 
other school provided device for anything 
other than instructional purposes 4CC: 
Accessing /altering school/teacher records; 
4CZ: Other

4CB: Unauthorized use of a computer or 
computer network with the intention of 
deleting, obstructing, interrupting, altering, 
damaging, obtaining confidential information 
or in any way causing the malfunction of 
computer, network, program(s) or data; 
includes disclosure of a number, code, 
password, or other means of access to school 
computers or the school system computer 
network without proper authorization 

4D: 
Theft/Larceny/Robbery

4DA: Steal or Possess/Use/Transmit stolen 
property valued less than $100.

4DB: Steal or Possess/Use/Transmit stolen 
property valued at more than $100.; 4DC: 
Theft of property by force or threat of force; 
4DZ: Other

4DD: Commit armed robbery;  4DE: Theft of 
attempted theft of any motor vehicle included 
but not limited to cars, trucks, buses, ATV's 
golf carts etc

4F: Assessment 
Security

4E: Compromising test security for  
international, state, national, or local 
standardized tests; 4EZ: Other

Rule 5: Abuse, 
Threat, Intimidation 
to School Employees

5A: Oral/Written 
Abuse, Threats, 
Intimidation

5AA: Incivil behavior including 
but not limited to symbolic 
gestures and insults

5AB: Use of vulgar, profane, obscene or 
abusive language including ethnic, racial, 
sexual, religious or disability-related slurs

5AF: Harassment; 5AG: Any expression (oral 
or written) which has the effect to 
undermining the authority of school 
employees or distracting staff and students 
from the learning environment, including 
writings of a threatening or provoking nature; 
5AZ: Other

5AC: Oral/Verbal assault; 5AD: Written threat; 
5AE: Cyberbullying; 5AH: Terroristic threats; 
5AI: Posturing to inflict physical harm.  Any 
act or gesture directed toward a school 
employee that places the school employee in 
reasonable fear or immediate physical harm.

5B: Physical Abuse, 
Assault or Battery

5BB: Behavior that could cause physical harm 
to a teacher or school employee; 5BC: 
Behavior that unintentionally caused physical 
injury to a school employee; 5BZ: Other

5BA: Intentional physical contact which 
causes physical harm of any level to a teacher 
or school employee; 5BD: Battery; 5BE: 
Homicide/murder; 5BF: Kidnapping; 5BG: 
Entering without permission the private 
property of a school employee and/or 
deface/damage/vandalize such property

Rule 6: Abuse, 
Threats, 

Intimidation, 
Bullying and Fighting 

with Students or 
other person not 
employed by the 

school 

6A: Oral/Written 
Abuse, Threats, 
Intimidation

6AA: Rude / Disrespectful 
behavior including but not 
limited to symbolic gestures and 
insults

6AB: Use of vulgar, profane, obscene or 
abusive language including ethnic, racial, 
sexual, religious or disability-related slurs; 

6AC: Oral/Verbal assault; 6AD: Written threat 
that creates or intended to create fear of 
physical harm; 6AF: Harassmentl 6AZ: Other

6AE: School-wide physical, verbal, or 
electronic threat which creates fear of harm 
without displaying a weapon or subjecting 
victims to physical attack; 6AG: Terroristic 
Threats 
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Rule 6: Abuse, 
Threats, 

Intimidation, 
Bullying and Fighting 

with Students or 
other person not 
employed by the 

school 

6B: Physical Abuse, 
Assault or Battery

6BA: : Pushing/shoving 6BB: Intentional physical contact resulting in 
no physical harm; 6BC: Intentional physical 
contact with the intent to cause physical 
harm resulting in mild or moderate physical 
harm; 6BZ: Other

6BD: Intentional physical contact resulting in 
severe physical harm that requires medical 
attention; 6BE: Any behavior that that inflicts 
bodily harm that dismembers, disfigures, 
causes permanent loss of a limb or function of 
an organ and causes substantial risk of death; 
6BF: Homicide; 6DG: Kidnapping; 

6C: Fighting 6CA: Posturing to fight; 6CB: Fighting (mutual fight or confrontation 
between two or more students with the 
intent to harm resulting in no bodily injury); 
6CC: Fighting (mutual fight or confrontation 
between two or more students with the 
intent to harm resulting in mild or moderate 
bodily injury); 6CZ: Other

6CD: Fighting (mutual fight or confrontation 
between two or more students with the 
intent to harm resulting in severe bodily injury 
that requires medical attention or engaging in 
three or more fights in a given school year)

6D: Bullying (see GA 
Code Section 20-2-
751.4)

6DA: Bullying - 1st Offence; 6DD: 
Cyberbullying - 1st Offence 

6DB:Bullying - 2nd Offence; 6DE: 
Cyberbullying - 2ndOffence; 6DZ: Other

6DC: Bullying - 3rd Offence; 6DF: 
Cyberbullying - 3rd Offence

Rule 7: Student 
Incivility / Not 

following directions 
or commands

7A: Failure to follow 
written or oral 
directions, school 
regulations or local 
school rules

7AA: Failure to follow oral 
directions or commands from 
staff; 7AB: Failure to follow 
written directions, local school 
rules; 7AD: Misrepresentation of 
the truth/dishonesty; 7AE: 
Inadvertent use of inappropriate 
language

7AC: Failure to serve an administrative 
consequence; 7AZ: Other

7B: Dress Code 
VIolations

7BA: VIolation of School Dress 
Code

7BB: Repeated Violations of CSD Dress 
Code

Rule 8: Offences 
against the General 

Order of School

8A: Trespassing 8AA: Entering or remaining on a public school 
campus or CSD property without authority or 
invitation and no lawful purpose for entry 
structure, or vehicle 

8AB: Repeated violations of Trespassing

8B: Academic 
Dishonesty

8BA: Plagiarizing, cheating, or receiving 
or providing unauthorized assistance on 
assignments including but not limited 
to: class projects, formative 
assessments, and homework;

8BB: Plagiarising, cheating, or receiving or 
providing unauthorized assistance on major 
classroom summative assessments or tests; 
8BZ: Other

8BC: Cheating on College Board, IB, State, or 
other statewide or district assessments

8C: Possession of other 
unapproved Items

8CC:Lighters or matches

8CZ: Other
8CA: Prohibited use of cell phone or other 
personal communication device

8CB: Inappropriate recording/distribution 
using cell phone or other personal 
communication device

8D: Gang Related (See 
GA Code: §16-15-3 - 
§16-15-4)

8DA: Wearing or possession of gang related 
apparel; conveying personal membership or 
affiliation with a gang; 8CZ: Other

8DB: Gang-related solicitation, violence, 
threats, defacement of property.; 8DC: 
Repeated Violation of Gang Violations

8E: Off Campus 
Misconduct 8EA: Off -Campus Misconduct
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Rule 8: Offences 
against the General 

Order of School

8F: Other conduct 
subversive to the good 
order of schools

8FA: Forgery, counterfeiting, 
falsification of school records

8FE: Providing false information 8FB: Gambling; 8FC: Loitering; 8FD: Retaliating against or deterring 
witnesses; 8FZ: Other

8FF: Falsifying, misrepresenting, omitting or 
erroneously reporting information regarding 
instances of alleged inappropriate behavior by 
a teacher, school administrator, or school 
employee towards as student.

Rule 9: Sexual 
Misconduct / 

Indecency

9A: Sexual Battery
9AB: Fondling

9AA: Rape; 9AC: Incest; 9AD: Statutory Rape; 
9AZ: Other

9B: Sexual Harassment 9BA: Comments that perpetuate gender 
stereotypes or suggestive jokes that are not 
directed towards specific individuals or 
groups

9BB: Comments that perpetuate gender 
stereotypes, suggestive jokes, or lewd 
gestures that are directed towards specific 
individuals or groups of individuals; 9BZ: 
Other

9BC: Physical or non-physical sexual advances, 
requests for sexual favors; 9BD: Repeated 
violations of sexual harassment; 9BE: Sexual 
Harassment; 

9C: Sexual Offences 9CA: Inappropriate sexually-based physical 
contact including but not limited to public 
groping, inappropriate bodily contact, or any 
other sexual contact; 9CB: Sexting; 9CC: Lewd 
behavior; 9CD: Possession  or transmission of 
pornographic materials; 9CF: Obscene or 
indecent gestures or gestures that mimic 
sexual acts or intercourse; 9CG: Sexual 
Intercourse or any act of oral sex or sodomy; 
9CZ: Other

9CE: Possession/distribution/solicitation of 
child pornographic materials; 9CH: Repeated 
violations of sexual offences

Rule 10: Unexcused 
Absences

10A: Unexcused 
Absences

10AA: Tardy to class; 10AB: Tardy 
to School

10AC: Skipping class; 10AD: Skipping 
school

 10AE: Repeated violations of attendance 
rules and or excessive absences

Rule 11: Repeated 
Offences

11AA: Chronic Violation of school rules

Rule 12: Hate Speech

12AA: Conduct that substantially disrupts the 
educational setting or impinges on the rights 
of other students, including but not limited to 
use of hate speech, discrimination of others 
based on gender, national origin, race, 
disability, religion, gender identity, sexual 
orientation; 12AZ: Other


